During his first year he did not work very hard and was mainly absorbed in undergraduate activities of an intellectual sort, society meetings and intermin able talks, often into the small hours, on the usual subjects. He was very fortunate in his year, which included a very bright, not to say brilliant, set of men: Bertrand Russell and G. P. Sanger (who died so prematurely), Oswald Sickert (a younger brother of the well-known artist), Maurice Sheldon Amos, R. C. Trevelyan, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Ralph Wedgwood and John Barren. A little senior were Crompton and Theodore Llewelyn Davies, and a little junior Edward Marsh. None of these was reading science and the wide range and variety of their interests and backgrounds made their society extraordinarily stimulating and educative in the widest sense.
'Biological scientists of Tansley's year were Ivor Lloyd Tuckett and T. E. Hodgkin, and a year junior was Walter Morley Fletcher whom Tansley got to know well and who was a prominent athlete as well as a distinguished student of physiology and medicine. Fletcher afterwards became Senior tutor at Trinity and was the first secretary of the Medical Research Council, which he did a great deal to consolidate on sound foundations. Tansley always said that he owed much more to the contemporary undergraduate society of Trinity than to any other influence at the university, most of all to Bertrand Russell, who had the most penetrating mind with which he came into contact, and who was his favourite companion in midnight talks. Tansley also became a close friend of Walter Langdon-Brown of St John's, who was afterwards Regius Professor of Physic at Cambridge-a friendship which lasted till Langdon-Brown died in 1946.
'In his second year Tansley took his academic work more seriously and was awarded a Trinity exhibition as a result of the intercollegiate examination. In his third year he added geology to his other subjects. J. E. Marr, later Professor, gave the general elementary lectures, and though a rapid speaker was so clear that it was just possible to take down enough of what he said to write a full consecutive record of the lecture if that were done immediately afterwards. Thomas McKenny Hughes was Professor of Geology, and with his kind and gracious wife took a number of his students each year at mid summer for a fortnight's stay in some neighbourhood with varied and inter esting geological features. These parties, which included Newnham and Girton students, were most enjoyable. The Professor made his students work quite hard, not only in the field but in the evenings, summing up the day's work and examining fossils and rock specimens, so that there was not much time for flirtation, especially as Mrs Hughes was a wise and excellent chaperone. Chaperonage, at least of a mild kind, was taken much more seriously in the early nineties of the last century than in the middle of the twentieth. To sit or stand beside the Professor in the field and follow his demonstration of the geological features of a varied landscape was an admirable training in field geology. Tansley found that the knowledge and experience so gained was of great use in his later ecological work on natural vegetation and its relation to rocks and soils.
'In 1893 Tansley took Part I of the Natural Sciences Tripos and was placed in the first class. He afterwards discovered that he was fifth of the candidates in aggregate marks. He was a fairly good, though not a first-rate, examinee. His old teacher, Frank Oliver, had invited him, before he took his Tripos, to join him as assistant at University College London. This invitation was flattering and was accepted, though Tansley afterwards rather regretted that he had not stayed at Cambridge or gone to Germany to do some original research after taking his degree and before embarking on a career of teaching. As it was he left Cambridge after the Long Vacation of 1893 and remained as Oliver's assistant till 1907, when he took up the post of University Lecturer in Botany at Cambridge which he was offered by A. C. Seward, who had succeeded Marshall Ward as Professor of Botany on the latter's death in 1906.
'In 1893-4, his first year as a teacher, Tansley had a very strenuous time, for besides his teaching work in London he had to keep up his general knowledge of botany (and to some extent also of zoology) in order to take Part II of the Tripos at Cambridge in May and June, 1894. During this time he taught himself to read scientific German so as to be able to understand important papers in that language. For Part II botany was, of course, his main subject, with zoology as the subsidiary. He was anxious about his very poor performance in the examination in practical zoology, but fortunately he pleased the zoology examiners with an essay on biological individuality, so that they agreed to his being given a first class. 'Tansley's thirteen years' association with Oliver (who was only seven years his senior) in the Botany Department at University College was a very happy one. They not only collaborated very closely in the work of the depart ment but were warm personal friends; and their relations with W. F. R. Weldon (who had followed Ray Lankester as Professor of Zoology) and with G. F. Fowler, the Assistant Professor, were very friendly and intimate. They were constantly in and out of eachf other's departments, and there was an entire absence of academic formality. In 1903 Tansley married Edith Chick who had been a student in the department and afterwards held the Quain Studentship at the College with some demonstrating duties as well as time for research. He supervised her work and they published two joint papers.
'The two most conspicuous botanical activities of the botanical depart ment during those years were its work in palaeobotany and in plant ecology. The former subject had come into prominence by the massive work of W. C. Williamson of Manchester on the coal-measure fossils. D. H. Scott, who had taught at the College in the eighties, and was now Keeper of the Jodrell Laboratory in Kew Gardens, played a notable part in re-examining sections of Williamson's fossils and interpreting them in terms of modern plant anatomy. Methods of preparing sections of these fossils preserved in calcareous nodules in the coal seams had recently been perfected, and it became possible to examine them microscopically and to recognize and describe quite minute details of their structure. Oliver and Tansley utilized 230 Biographical Memoirs this material extensively and incorporated it in their teaching of the structure and evolution of vascular plants, Oliver publishing several important papers on the subject, including his most striking discovery-that certain fern-like coal-measure plants, unlike true ferns, bore seeds, thus establishing a new class of vascular plants, the "Pteridosperms" . University College became in fact the leading teaching institution where palaeobotanical data were used so extensively, though A. C. Seward at Cambridge, and of course Scott at Kew, were very active in research on plant fossils. Scott gave a fine course of lectures on fossil plants at the College-one of several courses on different topics which distinguished outside botanists were invited by Oliver to deliver. 'The other botanical subject which was specially developed at the College during those years was the study of vegetation and its ecology, especially its dynamic aspects, during the early years of the new century. Oliver was particularly interested in maritime vegetation-the plants which grow on sand dunes, shingle beaches and in salt marshes, and the parts they play in building up these formations on the sea coast. Though Tansley took a con siderable part in this work with students in the field, it was Oliver who initiated and inspired it; and it was due to him that our knowledge of the structure and vegetation of our coastal shingle beaches was built up and recorded in a series of published papers, eventually in collaboration with E. J . Salisbury (who followed Oliver in the Professorship and eventually became Director of Kew Gardens). This dynamic maritime vegetation was studied especially at Erquy on the coast of Brittany, and afterwards at Blakeney Point on the north coast of Norfolk, where the shingle beach formation is well represented and the development of its extensions can be studied in detail.
'In 1900-01 Tansley visited Ceylon and the Malay peninsula in company with W. H. Lang (afterwards Professor of Cryptogamic Botany at M an chester), spending about three months in each and visiting Egypt for a few weeks on the way home. It was his first introduction to the wet tropics and to desert vegetation, and though he gained very useful impressions of both, the expedition did not result in any specific research with the exception of the collection of anatomical material of the ferns Lindsaya and Schizaa and of the rare and very local Matonia (the last in all stages of development). These formed the subjects of papers mostly in collaboration with post-graduate students, after his return.' (A.G.T.)
The considerable interest in fern anatomy indicated by these papers led Tansley to publish during his early years in Cambridge 'The evolution of a filicinean vascular system', a series of studies in pteridophyte anatomy, which secured for him a permanent and distinguished place among comparative anatomists. Here, as in most of his research, it was the elucidation and exposition of principles that held his closest attention, and evoked his best gifts. It was very much the same where he and Mr F. F. Blackman of St John's College had collaborated in writing up together their respective lectures at London and Cambridge upon the green Algae. These were published in the earliest numbers of the New Phytologist and had last gists' conceptions of phylogeny in the algae. Following later collaboration in Cambridge the two distinguished authors were familiarly known to under graduates as 'Black and Tan5.
Another lecture course which was destined to have long-lasting influence was that which he devised and gave to first-year medical students: this was finally published as Elements of plant biology. It differed from its predecessors in its departure from a formal presentation of current elementary botany, in favour of a presentation of a newly thought-out sequence of fundamental biological principles illustrated by suitable plant material. It laid unusual stress for that period (1922) upon the mechanistic interpretation of biological phenomena and was one of the earliest plant biological texts to incorporate detailed instructions for practical work. The book was an immediate success and undoubtedly has had lasting influence upon biological teaching. It is perhaps strange that Tansley's lectures have been ultimately so powerful, for he was not a very compelling lecturer at undergraduate level. It was the content of the lectures, not their delivery, that commanded respect. Although able students found his advanced lectures exceedingly stimulating, it was in the transference of Tansley's thought to paper that they took on their particular power to excite and satisfy.
Whilst still at University College Tansley founded a new botanical journal, which at Oliver's suggestion he called The New , a title which the years have shown to be increasingly baffling to publishers, booksellers and students ignorant of Greek. He writes of its origin as follows: 'Failing to get any satisfactory promise of support from other botanists in advance he determined to go ahead with his scheme by himself and leave the new journal to take its chance of success. It began in a very humble way, being printed by a small commercial printer in a back street off the Tottenham Court Road, to save expense; and the subscription was ten shillings a year for ten issues (which were very thin). Within two years, however, The New Phytologist was paying its way, and after a year or two more the money sunk in it (less than £130 in all) had been recovered.' (A.G.T.) After a time the size and price of the journal were increased, its circulation rose from a meagre seventy in the first year to several hundred, the standards of printing and production improved and it acquired its present substantial international standing. Tansley continued to edit the journal until 1931 when he as Pro fessor at Oxford 'realized that his professional obligations no longer gave him the leisure to edit the journal as efficiently as he wished' and he handed over ownership and editorship to the three botanists who still control it, with characteristic generosity and commonsense conveying also 'a sufficient working balance to meet current expenses'.
Tansley aimed to make this new journal a medium for easy communication and stimulating discussion, to provide a means of keeping non-professional as well as professional botanists in touch with active developments and with new publications, to foster critical analyses of rapidly developing fields of research and to encourage consideration of botanical education. Its pages did indeed between 1917 and 1919 see some interchange of contributions, some strongly felt and sharply worded, upon the aims and methods of university botanical teaching, and when Tansley drew the series to a close few botanical teachers were unaware of a strong tendency to replace considera tion of lines of descent by interest in the activities of living organisms, and to turn from the problems of origin to problems of mechanism and process.
Many of the founder's outstanding qualities are to be read from the pages of this early venture. There he displays a considerable business acumen, a deep interest in the technique and practice of book-production and publish ing, a capacity for writing and editing which was to develop remarkably, a catholicity of biological interest, and, as we have seen, concern for the direction of biological education.
After his removal to Cambridge in 1907, Tansley's interest turned more and more to plant ecology, and a light lecturing commitment left free the season from Easter to October for work in the field. During the following years he acquired a considerable knowledge of the vegetation of different parts of Great Britain and he organized and conducted many student excursions. Such parties in different years visited the Norfolk Broads, the New Forest, the Forest of Dean and the Malvern districts. We draw again upon his own biographical notes to describe the growth of those ecological interests which occupied so much of Tansley's life, and made him the main stay of British ecology and one of its acknowledged leaders in the world. 'In 1914 he took a party in July to the south of France to study the Mediterranean vegetation and that of the lower slopes of the Maritime Alps. In 1913 he spent the whole summer in the United States, a month at Chicago as the guest of his friend Professor H. C. Cowles of that University, exploring the country round, including the famous Lake Michigan dunes, and afterwards with Professor F. E. Clements, both at Minneapolis and at Clements' bungalow on the lower slopes of Pike's Peak. August and September of that year were devoted to the second International Phytogeographical Excursion which visited Chicago and its environs, the shortgrass plains of Akron, Colorado, the Pike's Peak region of the Rocky Mountains, the desert round Salt Lake City, Mount Rainier in Washington state, the surroundings of Crater Lake in Oregon, then traversing the whole length of California, including a visit to the redwoods of Muir Woods, to the Yosemite Valley, and the Mariposa Grove of Big Trees, the desert and the Sal ton Sea in Southern California, and finishing at Tucson, Arizona, from which an ascent of the Santa Catalina mountains was made from the desert at their foot through intermediate sclerophyll vegetation and pine forest to the spruce forest near the summits. Two years before, in 1911, Tansley had organized the first International Phytogeographical Excursion in the British Isles, inviting nearly a dozen prominent European and American botanists interested in phytogeography, and this occupied about a month, visiting selected localities in England, Scotland and Ireland. Partly to help the foreign visitors to understand British vegetation, with which most of them were quite unacquainted, a small book, Types of British v e g e t a t i o n , was prepared, edited and largely written Tansley. This was the first systematic account of British vegetation, as distinct from flora. It had a considerable general sale and the edition was exhausted in a very few years. It was the 1911 excursion, in which Cowles and Clements took part, that prompted them to organize the second in 1913. It was then determined to make these excursions (I.P.E.) a permanent institution, and they have since been arranged every two or three yehrs, except of course during the European war years (1914-18 and 1939-45) and for a few years after the close of each war. The Alps, Scandinavia, Czechoslovakia and Poland, Italy, Rumania, Morocco and Algeria, and Spain, have been the scenes of these international excursions, while a central organization to ensure continuity has been established at the Tnstitut Riibel' in Zurich.
'In 1904, on Tansley's initiative, a small body was formed consisting of those British botanists (about twelve) who were specially interested in British vegetation, and was called the " Central Committee for the Survey and Study of British Vegetation" (afterwards shortened to "British Vegetation Com mittee"). The members met two or three times a year in different centres, e.g. London, Cambridge, Manchester, Dublin, to discuss their problems, such as methods of survey and of mapping vegetation, and to describe work they had recently done. It was noteworthy that there was a full muster at every meeting though some of the members had to travel long distances to attend, and great keenness was always shown at the discussions. The im mediate stimulus to this step was the recent publication by the Royal Geo graphical and the Scottish Geographical Societies of coloured maps based on the ordnance maps on the scale of 1 inch or half an inch to the mile, with accompanying text, of various regions of the British Isles, showing the distribution of different types of vegetation within a given area. It was the members of the British Vegetation Committee who were responsible for the production of Types of British vegetation in 1911. In 1913 the " Committee" gave place to the British Ecological Society (of which its members formed the first council) with membership open to anyone interested in the study of ecology at large, of both plants and animals. It was felt that the time had come for the initiation of an organization of wider scope than that of the original small "committee" . At the same time the Journal of Ecology was founded as the organ of the new society, and this Tansley edited from 1917 to 1937. The foundation of the society (and of its journal), as ofits predecessor the British Vegetation Committee, were reflections of the rapidly increasing interest in ecology during the early years of the century. In 1930 a separate Journal of Animal E c o l o g y , edited by Charles Elton of the Bureau of Anim Population at Oxford, was started, since primarily zoological papers, which were increasing in number, could no longer be accommodated in the Journal of Ecology. Both journals were successful, though the original one maintained the larger circulation.' (A.G.T.)
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During his twenty years' editorship of the it grew in size, circulation and in esteem. He had the qualities of a great editor and intense devotion to scientific advancement. Each article submitted to him was carefully con sidered, and the author received from him courteous and helpful suggestions based upon a sharp penetration to the underlying argument, and his own gift for clarity of language. For many years he was editing together the Journal of Ecology and the New P h y t o l o g i s t , and during this time his be direction affected many scores of young research workers who still remain to testify to their gratitude. Such work is extremely time-consuming, and valuable as it is, can seldom be encountered nowadays.
As with most of us, Tansley concealed in himself the potentialities of many personalities or at least of several careers. He used to remark that the Almighty could never have intended him for a botanist, if only because of the difficulty he had in remembering and recognizing different species of plants (except the commonest) in the field-a terrible handicap for an ecologist. One suspects that his comment actually disclosed a deeper disquiet, for he was and knew himself to be, without any gift for experimentation. He had on the other hand such continuing preoccupation with philosophy and processes of thought that one of his Magdalen College colleagues was constrained thereby to the epigram 'if you scratch a biologist you will find a philosopher'.
When the appalling stresses of the 1914-1918 war came upon him, they reinforced a discontent which is recognizable in the sharp exchanges of the New Phytologist controversy on botanical teaching, and Tansley's attention focused itself upon the field of psychology. He was greatly attracted to Freud's work before it was generally known except to specialists; he read Freud's own works with concentration and sought to assimilate the Freudian concepts with acknowledged biological principles.
The prevalence of war neuroses and the mental damage associated with catastrophic trench warfare had by this time spread through the country a desire to examine the promise of the new field of psychology, and at the end of the war Tansley felt impelled to attempt an English presentation of what he understood psychological teaching to signify in terms of biology and of application to our own daily life. He wrote The new psychology and its relation to life and having, after some trouble, found a publisher, who gave him a profit-sharing contract, he saw it appear in 1920. This was a further instance of his acumen in the realm of book production, for his faith in himself was justified by a success which necessitated repeated reprinting so that ultimately eleven impressions had appeared. It was translated into both German and Swedish and had a substantial American sale also.
The book was kindly received not only by the general public but also by professional psychologists and psychoanalysts of high standing, and, although it had never been intended as a text book, it was widely recommended to students beginning the subject. It is a great tribute to Tansley's clarity of mind that thirty-five years later it is acknowledged that his is one of the few books of that period upon the subject that can still be read with advantage, and that does not seriously mislead. The wide sale of his book had the un expected consequence that men and women throughout the country, enmeshed in personal difficulties, saw a promise of help in the new teachings and wrote to the author for advice. It is evident that he must have felt much conflict between his warm-hearted desire to assist, and his implacably objective conclusion that he had inadequate training to make any such intervention. In this dilemma in the summer of 1922 he visited Freud in Vienna, and during 1923 and 1924 he transported his family to that city whilst he read and studied intensively as Freud's pupil. He developed the greatest respect and affection for Freud, and whilst not unaware of weak nesses in Freud's character, recognized him as one of the greatest scientists and humanists of the world, and one destined to have the most permanent influence upon human thought. Tansley's obituary notice of Freud for this series of Royal Society publications is a movingly sincere and exact tribute.
Tansley's preoccupation with psychology was such that in 1923 he resigned his University lectureship in botany, but this represented only a relaxation of his connexions with that subject, and he continued to edit both the Journal of Ecology and the New Phytologist. When he returned to Grantchester in 1924 he seriously considered becoming a practising analyst and indeed undertook consultation with one or two patients, without however discovering in him self the temperament for making any real success herein. About this time he published a few articles and reviews in British psychological journals.
I think it is a true estimate to say that in these years Tansley found himself in the wilderness so far at least as his relations to botanical science were concerned and especially those with British botanists. Then, as now, psychology was suspect (particularly by those likely to be disturbed by its disclosures), he had no University post, and ecology, the subject to which he had really given his heart, appeared not to have made that progress which he was convinced it merited and was destined sooner or later to achieve.
In strong antithesis to apparent disregard at home, Tansley was regarded abroad as one of the great English leaders of botanical thought, and he never ceased to command the respect of all ecologists in this country as in others. It is true that he was made President of the Botanical Section of the British Association at its Liverpool meeting in 1923, but nevertheless he then found himself at the age of 52, divorced from that field of University teaching so exactly suited to his capacity and interest. Not until the end of 1926 did he complete what Freud had forecast for him, 'the return to the mother subject', and he then accepted an invitation to apply for the vacant Sherardian Chair of Botany at Oxford. He was elected in January 1927. Indecision was abandoned and Tansley acknowledged the percipience of his third University by a whole-hearted concentration upon his new duties as Professor and Fellow of Magdalen College.
The relief from University teaching during the 1914-1918 war and then again from 1923 to 1927 gave Tansley the opportunity to write and perhaps to attempt by his books to gain those effects in the world which he knew to be 236 Biographical Memoirs his responsibility and which he then lacked sufficient University standing to attain by any other means. On accepting the Cambridge lectureship in 1906 Tansley had bought a house and garden at Grantchester, the village near Cambridge shortly to be made famous by Rupert Brooke's well-known poem. The quiet and seclusion facilitated his writing and, as we have seen, he published The new psychology in 1920 (with a revised and enlarged edition in 1922), and in 1922 there also appeared his Elements of plant biology. In the following year he published Practical plant e c o l o g y , a book which more than any other secured the accep tance in schools and Universities of ecology as a necessary part of biological education, and which (in revised form and changed title) continues its useful ness still. Finally in 1926 there appeared Aims and methods in the study of vegetation, a composite book by several authors, which he edited in con junction with T. F. Chipp and of which he wrote a considerable part. This book was intended primarily for the use of biologists in the Commonwealth overseas, particularly those such as foresters and agriculturalists who were faced with highly unfamiliar conditions of soil, climate and biota, and who were looking to the new techniques of ecology to indicate sound lines of approach to their tasks of applying biological principles to husbandry in new environments. The book arose from the 'British Empire Vegetation Com mittee', set up by the Imperial Botanical Conference of 1924 to foster survey and study of the vegetation of the Empire, and Aims and methods in the study of vegetation was its first substantial production. Tansley (again with his eye upon the business side of book production) arranged that it should be distributed by the Crown Agents, so that booksellers' charges were avoided. The substantial profit was intended to foster publication of handbooks upon the vegetation of various parts of the Em pire: the first and only one to appear has been Vegetation of South Africa by R. S. Adamson, one of Tansley's closest friends and admirers.
Tansley held the chair of Botany at Oxford for ten and a half years, retiring under the age limit at the end of July 1937 with the title of Professor Emeritus. The Professorship carried with it a fellowship of Magdalen College and here Tansley lived in term-time, retaining his house at Grantchester, visiting it often at weekends and spending most of his vacations there. This was Tansley's only experience of living in College as a don; he received the most kindly welcome at Magdalen and he wrote that he was thus able to learn much more about College and University ways than would have been possible if he had taken a house in Oxford. He infused new life into the Oxford botanical department, added to its staff young scientists who would foster recent developments in the subject, and made himself responsible for a considerable programme of lectures and field-work. One of his staff has written 'He prepared and pondered lectures which were lucid, studiously integrated and an inspiration to students at all University levels, and which were especially successful at that most difficult level of all, the elementary. For advanced students it was his field classes that were uniquely valuable because personal contact was closer and wherever activity and interest were evident Tansley responded generously.' It was curious that in this environ ment where many able young men were beginning their research careers under direction of his staff Tansley had in all only one or two research students himself, as indeed had also been the case in Cambridge. His own scientific work was so much concerned with the assimilation, consideration and analysis of the ideas and concepts of ecology, and treated British vegeta tion itself from so wide a basis of experience that apparently he felt no need to enlist a team of assistants in his research. It must however be said that almost all the rising ecologists in Britain at one time or another sought his advice and this, ungrudgingly given, was penetrating and beneficial, stem ming indeed from a strong, intuitive perspicacity in all ecological matters.
When the Oxford department was running smoothly Tansley contemplated writing some substantial book. He hesitated between a modern university text-book of botany (certainly needed), a history of the early development of Freudian psychology (which was then not available), and an expanded version of his earlier book Types of British vegetation which, although long out of print, was in such demand that it came into the 'rare book' category of the booksellers. Fortunately he accepted the advice of his friends and made choice of the last-named project. It was then that he began his monumental work The British Islands and their vegetation that finally appeared in 1939. The need had long been acute for reprinting or replacing Types of British vegeta tion. That was a book of 400 octavo pages; its successor contained over 900 pages of much larger size, which in its second printing occupied two volumes. This growth reflected the rapid progress of ecology in Britain in the inter vening 28 years, progress to a large degree through Tansley's own inspiration. He drew not only upon his own unrivalled knowledge of British vegetation but wove together a connected account from the mass of publications which had appeared in the Journal of Ecology and elsewhere. He went to great pains to secure exactitude, and submitted a large part of his typescript draft to the various authorities upon different sections of his subject. These readily accepted the opportunity to repay in part their debts to Tansley for past help, and many more ecologists gladly contributed unpublished material. All were assured of a presentation at the highest level of lucidity, and of scrupulously fair assessment. For his own part Tansley showed the greatest pleasure at, and appreciation of, the willingness of scientists in every field to give him this ungrudging help.
In order that the book might prove useful to a range of readers with interests not narrowly confined to plant ecology, Tansley wrote in the 'background' of climate, geology, soils and prehistory with, in his own phrase, 'considerable amplitude'. Relatively short space was given to discus sion of the 'Nature and classification of vegetation', but within this section one may discover the virtues of his precise mind and philosophic training, and one can see how he reflects the development of a school of British plant sociology quite distinct from plant sociology on the European continent, and 238
Biographical Memoirs substantially different from the over-elaborated system developed by Clements in North America. The greater part of the book was necessarily descriptive, but despite the necessity for the plant lists and tables required for precision it retained a quality of readability to a high degree. Repeatedly appreciative readers wrote of their enjoyment of the. book, and it became rightly regarded as one of the first necessities of any serious collection of books of reference on Britain. The book was handsomely illustrated and finely pro duced, and secured for the author the award of the Linnean Society?s Gold Medal. Its production was written of as a 'milestone in British ecology' and this it certainly was. It represented the culmination of the phase of broad initial survey and interpretation in terms of the dynamic relationships of major vegetational communities; the present direction of research is towards more intimate and more experimental study of processes and relationships. This is not to denigrate in the least the value of Tansley's great work; no one else could have accomplished it, and it must remain for a very long time to come not only our own standard work of reference but the envy of the ecologists and geographers of other countries. The leisure given by his retirement to Grantchester in 1937 gave Tansley opportunity firstly for the labour of seeing his great book through the press, and subsequently to undertake a good deal of that public work which ultimately led to the establishment of the Nature Conservancy.
'In the summer of 1942 (that is in the middle of the second world war), the Council of the British Ecological Society appointed a committee, of which Tansley was chairman, on "Nature Conservation and Nature Reserves" . It was widely recognized that after the war the need to increase the economic strength of the country would involve increased threats to its scanty remaining natural and semi-natural vegetation, so that more land could be used to extend agriculture, "improve" rough grazing and "permanent grass" by ploughing and reseeding, to make new plantations on open land, as well as to exploit subsoils close to the surface by lime, gravel and roadmetal digging and quarrying, and open-cast coal-mining, besides the extensive areas that would be needed for air-fields and other military purposes. Such activities were inevitable, and the most that could be done for permanent conservation of wild vegetation and its accompanying animals would be to arrange for the preservation of some of the best examples of different types. It was generally agreed that the safeguarding of wider tracts of unspoiled wild country from disfigurement by "development" of various kinds, so that they could continue to be enjoyed by the general public, would be by the designation of "National Parks", as distinct from much smaller "Nature Reserves" whose object was the strict reservation of samples of natural or semi-natural vegetation for scientific study, as well as the habitats of inter esting communities of animals, such as wild fowl or insects. The "Nature Conservation and Nature Reserves" committee duly reported to the Council of the British Ecological Society and the report, in which these ideas were elaborated, was published in both of its journals in 1944. This was not the only effort of the kind. A "Nature Reserves Investigation Committee" was also formed from another source, reporting about the same time, and the conclusions and recommendations of the two committees were closely similar. The N.R.I.C. report had the advantage of naming a number of areas recommended as reserves, the data for which had been obtained from local regional committees, and since this was published before the B.E.S. report was ready it was possible for the latter to use the data and conclusions of the former. Both of these reports served as foundations for the subsequent work which eventually led to the establishment of the Nature Conservancy in 1949. The problem of National Parks was not dealt with by either committee, since it was quite distinct from that of Nature Reserves, and was later considered It was doubtless in recognition of his work for the Conservancy as also of his scientific eminence that he was knighted at the beginning of 1950.
It should be noted that in order to heighten public sensitiveness to the urgent need for conservation, Tansley had, in the early stages of the campaign, agreed to a suggestion of the Cambridge University Press to write a semipopular book on the subject. This appeared in 1945 as Our heritage of wild nature; well-written and well-produced, it had a sympathetic reception and notably succeeded in its aim.
O f other quasi-public work he was a member of the Estates Committee of the National Trust, acting as their adviser on ecological matters; and President of the Council for the Promotion of Field Studies (now the Field Studies Council), from 1947 to 1953. This was a voluntary body which maintained resident centres in different parts of the country for the field instruction in various branches of natural history and art, of sixth-form pupils, undergraduates, and independent students of natural history subjects and of painting. M r Francis Butler, whose visionary enthusiasm had been largely responsible for the foundation of the Council, attracted Tansley's immediate sympathy, and no better President could have been found. He lent the weight of his scientific prestige and he had just published two books of great value to prospective users of the field centres. The first of these was Introduction to plant ecology which was his early Practical plant ecology rewritten so as to make a more comprehensive introduction for beginners in the study of plant com munities and their relationship to the environment. The second, published in the same year (1946) , was Plant ecology and the school written jointly with Mr E. Price Evans, an ecologist and close friend, in whose original teaching methods and field research he had long been interested.
Somewhat later he contributed to a series of handbooks specifically designed for users of field study centres, a small volume Oaks and oakwoods attractively illustrated with sketches by the General Editor, Dr E. A. R. Ennion.
In this period when Nature Conservancy and Field Study interests had so much of his time and attention it is not surprising that he acceded to the demand for a shorter and popular presentation of the substance of his big book on the British Isles and their vegetation. This appeared in 1949 under the title Britain's green mantle. Plants were usually referred to by their English names, there was no list of species, and the style was simple. It allowed Tansley room for discourse on several topics of general interest to the lover of the countryside, such as the activities of the Forestry Commission, the extension of ley-farming, the influence of rabbit and sheep-grazing and former systems of land usage. He was typically informed and judicial about such matters, and we have been fortunate that he recorded his opinions on them in this his last major ecological publication.
He used to describe himself as 'by nature a dilettante with a strong interest in science and philosophy, some considerable analytical and critical talent, and good powers of exposition'. No one who knew him at all well would take exception to this description except to protest that dilettantism was inexpressive of the vigorous application of his mind to the several fields that at one time or another interested him. It is of course striking that he made so deep a mark first in comparative morphology, then in popular exposition of psychology, in biological teaching and above all in ecology. He glossed over or perhaps never fully appreciated that the competence left him by his father made it possible for all the decisions which changed the direction in his career to come from inclination rather than necessity; without this for instance he could scarcely have resigned his botanical lectureship to have gone to Freud in Vienna, nor in all probability could he have given so much time as he did to editing and writing.
Tansley was a man who formed deep friendships with a limited number of folk, mostly biological scientists and often 'bright young men' in whose passionate discussion of ideas he delighted to share. There never was one of them that had quite his own capacity for objective detachment and calm integrity of appraisal, no matter how beset an issue might be with intense religious, political or patriotic feeling. It hardly needs saying that this quality was of especial value in his approach to psychology, and a superb example of his style can be seen if one consults a reply to Miss Brittain that appeared in The Nation and the Atherueum of 15 September 1928 under the heading 'Sexual gluttony'. It was perhaps impossible to maintain a close friendship with 'A.G.' without in some degree sharing at least respect for such objectivity of mind, and after his complete disdain of grinding axes (even intellectual ones), it is painful to recall how often quite able people allow their motives to become entangled with their judgment, and how rare his quality of detach ment is.
It was possibly his detachment, economic as well as intellectual, that permitted him so consistently to assume the leadership of new projects, but it is evident that these also indicate imaginative vision, and a good streak of business ability and practicality. One recalls that he conceived and estab lished the New Phytologist and had the largest part in developing the Journal of E cology, that he initiated the International Phytogeographic Excursion, and played a major part in founding the British Ecological Society, the Field Studies Council and the Nature Conservancy-a fair record for one who called himself a dilettante.
In 1942 he delivered the Herbert Spencer Lecture to the University of Oxford upon The values of science to humanity'. In it he sought, firstly to establish the conviction that science arose and arises from man's natural curiosity and is not only or even mainly the response to economic demands f°r technical assistance. Secondly he strove to convey that not only is science 'indispensable to our complicated material civilization: it has also intellec tual, ethical, aesthetic and ultimately spiritual values of a high order'. The failure of our educational system to recognize this latter fact he regarded as greatly handicapping the nation, not only materially but spiritually.
In his later years at Oxford and after his retirement he was an active member of the Society for Freedom in Science; he wrote several articles for the Society, and more especially he threw his powerful influence into the scales for them during the critical period of the early forties when Marxist doctrine attained the dimensions of a desperate threat to liberty of scientific thought and work.
In 1953, when he was eighty-one, Tansley published his last book Mind and life, whose sub-title 'An essay in simplification' in part conveys the sense that the author wished to draw together the threads of his experience, and to testify to his personal philosophy. He centred his book upon 'topics whose discussion throws light on the nature and working of the human mind and its plan in human life and it was inevitable that biology and psychology should constitute his main lines of approach in such discussion. That this book did not have the immediate acclaim of his earlier works is not surprising; the leader was no longer in the battlefield, he was retired and resuming conflicts and issues some of which had become less urgent or less interesting to the contemporary world, and perhaps also he was reaching conclusions too shrewd to be comfortable. It is none the less a work of continuing impor tance and interest and the most self-revealing of his writings.
Tansley was elected into the fellowship of the Royal Society in 1915 and served on its Council from 1931 to 1933, but otherwise recognition came to him rather late in his own country, even though he was regarded abroad as among the most eminent of British botanists. He derived extreme pleasure from his election to the Athenaeum under Rule 2 in 1928, and at least equal pleasure from election to an Honorary Fellowship of his old college, Trinity, in 1944.
We can appreciate some of his own outstanding qualities by turning to the fine obituary notice he wrote of Sigmund Freud (R.S. Obituary Notices 1940), and noting how often in praising Freud, Tansley unconsciously acknowledged his own gifts. He 'showed an array of qualities very rarely combined in one man'; he 'wrote a prose style which is attractive, fluent, lucid and graceful, singularly pleasant to read and with every sentence full of meaning'; he 'was full of attractive ironic humour and with a very pungent wit', 'free from illusions about human nature', 'an uncompromising realist, but no pessimist'; he 'was indeed in love with life, though he did not fear death'. With so much and more in common, it was no wonder that he and Freud had so deep a regard for one another.
In an age when intellectuals were disastrously apt to 'shrug their shoulders and throw in their hands', Tansley conspicuously did neither, and if this was at some cost to his immediate professional career his rare courage and candour ultimately gained him both reputation and affection. It is his achievement to have substantially modified not only his chosen fields of botanical science, and to have inspired young scientists with his own ideals of objectivity and clarity, but to have modified public opinion in relation to more than one field of science and to have created some public organiza tions of lasting value to his country and the world.
H. Godwin
